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Citizens Planning Association 
BOARD CONSENT CALENDAR  

 

September 12, 2011 
(Covering August 9 to September 12) 

 
 
 

 
This consent calendar includes: 

 
(a) Letter concerning Plan Santa Barbara from the CPA General Plan Update Committee to Santa Barbara 

City Council, dated September 7, 2011, and delivered by e-mail. 
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DATE: September 7, 2011 
TO: Mayor Schneider and Members of City Council 
FROM: Citizens Planning Association’s General Plan Update Committee 
RE: Comments on Plan Santa Barbara 
 
The Citizens Planning Association’s General Plan Update Committee was established in 
September 2005.  Since then, members of the committee and other CPA members 
frequently testified at public hearings. We have also submitted numerous written 
comments to City Council and its appointed committees and commissions.   
 
We were often pleased with the response to our input.  For example, we were in the 
forefront of the successful community insistence on devoting a separate Element of the 
General Plan to the preservation and enhancement of our city’s historical resources.  We 
have been less successful so far in some other respects, including our advocacy for 
higher air quality and noise standards, for more stringent restrictions on nonresidential 
development, and for the protection of single-family neighborhoods against the 
proliferation of secondary dwelling units without sufficient off-street parking.  Even so, we 
find ourselves in general support of most proposed revisions to date of the original Plan 
Santa Barbara and hope that both our previously expressed concerns and the following 
comments will receive your serious consideration during the final discussions about Plan 
Santa Barbara.  
 
In addressing the unresolved issue of residential density limits in commercial and multi-
family zones, we take the two recent design charrettes as our point of departure.  The 
laudable volunteer effort of the charrettes went a long way toward persuading us that 
“economically viable workforce housing” may well be “designed to fit within SB 
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character” (quoted from the August 2, 2011, Power Point Presentation by Architect 
Detlev Peikert to City Council, p.49 of 49). Yet we continue to have some cautionary 
reservations. 
 
”Economically viable workforce housing” -- the role of lower unit size, coupled with higher 
density 
 
The projects designed for the charrettes demonstrated that the proposed density 
incentives based on average unit size are far superior to the currently administered 
Variable Density limits based on bedroom counts.  This superiority is most obvious with 
regard to rental and employer-sponsored housing (Tier 3).  But it can also be seen in the 
private sector’s production of market-rate, for-sale units with the average size of about 
1,100 square feet (Tier 2).  
 
According to the calculations adopted by the charrette participants for Project A on 
Milpas Street, the typical monthly mortgage payment for an unsubsidized but modestly 
sized unit in this Tier 2 development could be as low as $3,436 (versus $4,837 for a 
comparable but larger unit under the existing Variable Density program). The annual 
household income needed to qualify for such a purchase would be $118,000 (versus 
$166,000 under Variable Density --  see the Power Point Presentation, p. 46 of 49). This 
means that the units in question would be affordable to about 25% of SB households at 
the current mortgage interest rate (about 4.5% for a 30-year fixed loan), provided that 
the purchasers can also afford a 10% downpayment of about $50,000 plus closing costs. 
 
Unfortunately, several factors may significantly change between now and the time of 
completion of any development initiated in the years ahead. For example, the 
developer’s land, construction, and financing costs are likely to increase from the current 
depressed lows, and the prospective buyers’ monthly mortgage payments would 
probably exceed the projected amounts if today’s record low mortgage rates also 
increased.  Furthermore, it is unclear whether the current Inclusionary Housing 
Ordinance requiring 15% additional units to be sold at significantly lower fixed prices will 
apply to the proposed incentive program based on average unit size.  If so, the 
developers involved will probably try to recoup their loss of profit by increasing their 
efforts to attract higher bids for all market-rate units than most members of the local work 
force can afford.  
 
In part as a result of the uncertainties outlined above, only time will tell whether the 
increased density can indeed fulfill the expectations of its proponents by actually 
reducing the existing jobs/housing imbalance and the present level of long-distance 
commuting.  We urge, therefore, that the Tier 2 range of market-rate density (28 to 36 
dwelling units per acre) be introduced on an experimental basis -- for a limited number of  
units within a limited time frame and in carefully specified locations -- as proposed by the 
three-member subcommittee of City Council.  By contrast, we favor the permanent 
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adoption of the change from bedroom count to average unit density as the criterion for 
the lower Tier 1 of the market-rate density incentive (15 to 27 dwelling unit per acre).  
 
“Designed to fit within SB character” -- the role of reduced parking requirements   
  
Along with the need for more affordable workforce housing, the size, bulk, and scale of 
buildings is a major concern for our community.  It was therefore especially gratifying to 
hear Mr. Peikert praise a market-rate project (B2) which demonstrated the possibility of 
utilizing the proposed density incentives with two-story structures.  We are also pleased 
with the Power Point presentation’s insight that the proposed market rate density can be 
"easily achieved in 3 stories” (p.43 of 49). Likewise, it is encouraging that most Tier 2 
projects managed to comply with current zoning laws requiring off-street parking and 
adequate ground level open space.  We note, however, that the achievements 
mentioned above are made possible in large part by the assumed reduction of the 
parking requirements for all new mixed-use developments to the lower requirements 
applicable now only in the Central Business District: 1 space per residential unit and 1 
space per 500 square feet of commercial floor area.   
 
We urge that such a reduction be implemented, if at all, on an experimental basis -- in a 
limited number of instances in carefully selected locations -- so that it can become clear 
whether limiting on-site parking in Santa Barbara actually leads to a substantial reduction 
in the ownership and use of cars. If the residents and their visitors, as well as the 
employees and customers of the commercial establishments, continue with their current 
transportation patterns, the cost of parking will simply shift from the private owners and 
private developers to the public at large -- first as the inconvenience of clogged on-street 
parking spaces and later as the need for paid parking and the costly enforcement of 
regulations.  We also urge that the permissible size of the traffic-generating commercial 
component of mixed-use developments be subject to appropriate standards in terms of 
the Floor/Area ratio of the total project. 
 
We thank you in advance for your consideration of our input. 

 
 
 
 


